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ONIKUMA B5 Gaming headset (Pink)

ONIKUMA B5 gaming headphones (pink)
Discover a new dimension of  gaming entertainment with the Onikuma B5! The headphones provide fantastic  sound quality that takes
you right into the middle of the action. The long runtime will  allow you to play for hours without interruption. The wireless connection
guarantees the freedom of movement you've been dreaming of - you can also connect the headphones to your device with a cable! The
headband features illuminated cat ears, while the ear cups are decorated with adorable cats for a unique touch.
 
Get carried away by the sounds
Ready for full immersion in the gaming world? Thanks to advanced HIFI sound technology, you can hear even the smallest details of the
virtual world around you, allowing you to react faster and more effectively to every sound in the game. With Onikuma B5 every game will
become even more exciting!
 
Ready for a gaming marathon
Get ready for non-stop hours of gaming! The headphones are equipped with a powerful 850 mAh lithium battery that provides up to 8
hours  of  use.  So you can be sure  that  the Onikuma B5 won't  let  you down during the most  important  moments  of  gameplay!  What's
more, their long standby time of 365 days means that they are always ready to use, even after a long break.
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Convenient operation
Operating the headphones is  extremely easy! There are special  buttons on one of  the earcups that will  allow you to control  the most
important  functions.  Thanks  to  them,  you  can  conveniently  adjust  the  volume  level  without  having  to  search  for  settings  on  your
computer or change the backlight modes.
 
Choose your way to connect
Enjoy unlimited freedom of movement! The headphones use a Blueooth 5.3 connection, which guarantees a fast and reliable connection
to the device of your choice at a distance of up to 15 meters. However, if you prefer traditional solutions, the Onikuma B5 gives you the
option to connect the headphones to any device using a USB-C to 3.5mm cable.
 
 
ManufacturerOnikumaModelB5ColorPinkBacklightingYes, RGBBluetooth version5.3Range15 metersOperating time8 hoursCharging time2
hoursCharging interfaceUSB-CStandby time365 daysBattery capacity850 mAhDimensions178 x 90 x 201 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 30.996

Agora: € 28.50

Jogos, Headphones
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